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influence the broader culture (e.g., Larana et al. ). Thus NSM, PP/ tiple roles that identity plays in social movements,
why activists alternately emphasize States themselves thus shape the orientations of. NSMs as well . and the American
Psychiatric Association considered homosexuality a mental disorder ( Bayer.

Religious congregations thus represent some of the only civic infrastructure that remains in the U. A majority
of the sample identified as African American with  We then consider whether racial identity moderates the
relations between experiences of institutional and cultural racial discrimination and activism orientation. Such
impacts are a good reminder of the many complicated ways in which religion and social movement activity
continue to be closely intertwined. PVEST also suggests that adaptive coping strategies can mitigate the
negative effects of vulnerability and stress caused by such risk factors. Other ethnic backgrounds represented
included Multiethnic  But Hip Hop activists never stopped their work in the streets, in the classrooms, in the
underground media, in their local communities and in self-made global networks. Perhaps more intriguingly, I
also found evidence that religious institutions themselves were susceptible to pressure from the pro-life
movement, aligning religious teaching and religious activity more closely with the goals and strategies of
social movement organizations. In the early s, the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act CETA began
to employ many politically engaged artists in public service to their communities, providing work for some of
the artist who are now leaders in this field, and led to the founding and growth of a whole host of non-profit
organizations that are now in their 30s. Marshall Ganz provides a good example of this in his book Why David
Sometimes Wins , which documents the importance of a religiously-based identity to the fortunes of the
American farmworkers movement. Further left out of some of these histories is the arts-activist movement
popularly known as Hip Hop. Like a small handful of other mostly conservative movements today, the pro-life
movement has been pigeon-holed as a religious movement by scholars and commentators alike. A nationalist
ideology may reflect internal consideration of the historical and contemporary nature of race in relation to the
sociopolitical environment and therefore relate to a desire to pursue social action to change the marginalizing
conditions faced by the Black community. Potential respondents were sent an email invitation to participate in
the research study, the expected duration of the study, and incentives available for participation. A higher
score indicates a more positive sense of self with regard to being Black. So where are we now? Significant
interaction effects were tested using simple slopes analyses as outlined by Aiken and West  Reddit Abstract
The current study examines how experiences of institutional and cultural racial discrimination relate to
orientations toward activism in the Black community among Black adolescents and emerging adults. Although
they reflected an almost universally held view among activists in the U. Until the s, many Americans had
numerous and deep connections to a variety of civic organizations, including fraternal groups such as the
Masons, recreational groups such as the YMCA, veterans groups like the VFW, and union groups like the
Knights of Labor. Given that experiences of racial discrimination are somewhat dependent on racial identity,
we examined whether racial identity moderated the relations between experiences of institutional and cultural
racial discrimination and activism orientations. The centrality subscale consisted of three items e.


